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Abstract. This paper presents a reverse passive building design 
approach for sustainable architectural design based on the use of 
performance-based design optimization. The approach considers 
building massing and orientation, both of which are of great importance 
in passive building design, and combines the two factors in a design 
generation and optimization workflow in Rhino-Grasshopper. A case 
study based on SDE4 building in Singapore is conducted to demonstrate 
its capability of providing solutions and information about the trade-
offs and interrelation between building massing and orientation with 
respect to the consideration of passive cooling and natural daylighting. 
The result shows that the approach can systematically explore a variety 
of building massing designs with different orientations and identify 
high-performing designs that outperform the existing one regarding the 
two performance objectives. The paper concludes by discussing its 
relevance in connecting performance-based design optimization 
research and architecture professionals. 

Keywords.  Passive Design; Performance-based Design; Building 
Massing; Orientation; Design Optimization; EvoMass; SDG 11. 

1. Introduction 

Passive design is an important topic in architecture, which has great potential in 
achieving sustainable and net-zero building design. In the book, Design with Climate, 
V. Olgyay (1963) emphasizes that the building design should begin with the climatic 
condition, utilizing passive methods to maximize the use of climatic and environmental 
resources and reduce the energy consumption of buildings. At the same time, there are 
many remarkable examples of applying passive strategies to building design, such as 
the Commerzbank tower designed by Norman Foster and Menara Mesiniaga by Ken 
Yeang. However, when designing a passive energy-saving building, most architects 
still primarily rely on empirical experience and conventional performance simulations, 
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which is insufficient to support a systematic design optimization and exploration. Thus, 
due to the technical and expertise barrier, it remains challenging for many architects to 
exploit the full potential of passive energy-saving strategies in architectural design. 

In recent years, with the advance in computational design optimization, many 
studies have applied it to building design incorporating passive strategies, aiming to 
maximize the performance benefit of passive design. On the one hand, passive design 
problems related to materials and HVAC systems have been extensively investigated 
by many studies (Tian et al., 2018). Nevertheless, these design issues are mainly 
considered by mechanic engineers at later design stages and are hard to be integrated 
into the architectural form-finding or conceptual development process. On the other 
hand, there is, nevertheless, a great potential of using computational optimization in 
early-stage architectural design in terms of building forms and envelopes. For example, 
Caldas (2002) used computational optimization focusing on energy-saving in the 
design of Patio Houses. Wang et al. (2019) applied computational design to optimize 
and explore the shape of the courtyard for the enhancement of daylight accessibility.  

When using computational design optimization in passive building design, the 
architect has to first decide the passive design strategy, such as courtyards and solar-
envelope, and conduct the parametric modeling to encode the design strategy prior to 
the optimization is undertaken. Therefore, the optimization process often simply 
becomes a refinement of the selected design strategy, which is unlikely to help 
architects explore unknown design solutions beyond those encoded in the parametric 
model. Moreover, the optimization result could also be influenced by the designers' 
personal preferences, experiences, or design fixation. 

Considering these limitations, a more systematic and comprehensive design 
exploration for passive design strategies can be a critical step in obtaining a more 
progressive building performance improvement. In response, we propose a reverse 
passive building design approach, which is based on EvoMass, a building massing 
design generation and optimization tool, and Ladybug in Rhino-Grasshopper. This 
approach leverages design generation and optimization capabilities in EvoMass to 
generate high-performing and site-specific building designs, which can reveal different 
passive design strategies related to passive cooling, natural daylighting, etc. Hence, the 
architect only needs to extract the architectural implications related to passive design 
strategies, such as courtyard, self-shading, and solar-envelope, and synthesize the 
strategy into the design. To demonstrate the efficacy of this design approach, this study 
presents a real-world example as a case study. The results show that this approach can 
provide architects with solutions and design information associated with passive design 
in the early design stage and help them make performance-informed decisions. 

2. Method 

The proposed reverse passive design approach is based on the use of computational 
design optimization. A similar reverse design approach has been proposed by Luca et 
al. (2021), which focuses on solar envelope buildings. Luca's approach, nevertheless, 
is developed for a specific type of passive building typologies, which limits its 
applicability for general passive building design. In response, this paper aims to provide 
a more flexible approach to passive building design by utilizing parametric design and 
computational optimization for finding suitable passive design strategies in various 
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specific design considerations. 
The proposed design approach is based on the use of EvoMass, which can produce 

optimization results with diverse solutions that best satisfy the performance objective. 
The capability of generating diverse building massing forms makes EvoMass an ideal 
form-finding tool for performance-based building massing design optimization (Chen 
et al., 2022; Wang, Chen, et al., 2020b). In regards to passive design, building massing 
and orientation are two critical components that must be considered. This highlights a 
limitation in EvoMass: the orientation of the building massing generated by it cannot 
be changed. In this regard, this study emphasizes the combination of orientation and 
building massing in performance-based design optimization. 

Unlike the common design optimization process, the reverse passive design 
approach does not require the architect to determine a specific passive design strategy 
before the optimization. The approach leverages the "genericity" in building massing 
design generation in EvoMass, which can produce solutions that reflect specific 
architectural implications related to the design condition and building performance 
objectives (Wang, Chen, et al., 2020a). More importantly, most of these implications 
are recognizable from the perspective of passive building design. By combining the 
change in orientation, the proposed design approach can help architects make informed 
design decisions about passive strategies at the early design stage. Figure 1 illustrates 
the design optimization workflow for the reverse passive design approach, which 
includes three components: design generation, evaluation, and optimization. 

Figure 1. The proposed design generation and optimization workflow 

First, the building massing is generated using the generative component in 
EvoMass. Evomass has two generative components, each generating building massing 
following the principle of subtractive or additive form generation (Wang, Chen, et al., 
2020a). The building massing generated by the two components displays different 
formal characteristics. On the one hand, the additive component generates building 
massing by accumulating several mass elements. Thus, it tends to produce building 
massing with flexible topological configurations. On the other hand, the subtractive 
component generates building massing by removing several parts from a predefined 
volume, which can maintain the basic geometric volume in terms of the building form. 
EvoMass provides a set of user-defined parameters that allow the designer to adapt the 
generative component to different design conditions. These parameters include the size 
and number of the column-grid system, the floor numbers, etc. Hence, for the proposed 
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design approach, the designer only needs to define these parameters, and no additional 
programming or parametric modeling for building massing design is required. 

As stated above, orientation is an important factor affecting building performance. 
Thus, the orientation is included as an additional parameter to the optimization 
workflow by rotating the building massing design generated by EvoMass. The rotation 
ranges and approaches can be tailored to the specific building site. In this study, the 
rotation step size is set at 15 degrees in order to reduce the search range. Additionally, 
to ensure the rotated building massing can stay within the plot boundary, different 
rotation strategies can be used. Figure 2 illustrates two approaches. The first approach 
rotates the building massing while keeping it aligning with the two boundary edges. In 
contrast, the second rotates the building massing based on its center point. 

Figure 2. Two different rotation approaches to adjusting building orientation 

The second step is the evaluation of the performance of the generated design, and 
according to the climatic condition of the given design task, different evaluation metrics 
can be connected to the design optimization workflow. For example, solar radiation 
can be used for passive heating, daylight autonomy for daylighting accessibility, 
natural ventilation for passive cooling, etc. In addition, as the proposed design approach 
is intended to provide clear information about passive design strategies, it is advisable 
to optimize only one or two performance factors. Otherwise, including too many 
factors could result in a mixture of design implications, making it difficult to distinguish 
the strategy in response to each of the performance factors.  

The third and final step is optimization. After the simulation has been completed, a 
fitness score indicating the overall performance of the design is sent to the optimization 
algorithm, which will inform the creation of new control parameters in the subsequent 
optimization process. EvoMass provides an optimization algorithm called Steady-State 
Island Evolutionary Algorithm (SSIEA). SSIEA adopts a multi-island approach to 
subdivide the design population into several subpopulations and guides each 
subpopulation to focus on different regions in the design space, which prevents 
optimization from being stuck in a single region (Wang, Janssen, et al., 2020). Thus, 
SSIEA is able to provide optimization results with higher design diversity, thereby 
enhancing the design information feedback. 

3. Case Study 

To demonstrate the application of the reverse passive building design approach, a case 
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study is conducted where the SDE4 building in Singapore is selected as a reference, 
which is known for its energy efficiency (Zhou, 2019). By re-designing SDE4 using 
the proposed design approach, the existing building is used as a benchmark for 
evaluating the efficacy of the design approach (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Case study design settings 

Located in southeast Asia, Singapore has a tropical climate, which results in heavy 
annual cooling loads for buildings due to the intense solar exposure. SDE4 is an 
excellent example for tackling the overheating issue and is the first net-zero energy 
building in Singapore. Its design features a large overhanging roof and sunshades on 
the facades to protect the indoor space from excessive sunlight exposure (Zhou, 2019).  

Considering the climatic condition, we first define the design objective to minimize 
the annual solar radiation (ASR) received by the facade surface of the building, which 
is simulated by Ladybug. However, minimizing solar heat gain can also decrease 
daylight accessibility. Hence, the spatial daylight autonomy (sDA) is also included in 
the optimization, which is simulated by ClimateStudio. Based on these two metrics, we 
first measure the performance of the SDE4 building, and the two corresponding values 
are 384,551 kWh (ASR) and 0.76 (sDA).  

3.1. BUILDING DESIGN GENERATION AND OPTIMIZATION 

The building massing design is created by the additive generative model in EvoMass. 
All parameters are set according to the dimensions of the SDE4 building. The major 
user-defined parameters are set as follows: 7 additive mass units, an 8 by 4 column-
grid system in X and Y directions with an 8-meter column spacing, 7-floor levels with 
a 4-meter floor height, and a target area of 7500 meter2. For the building orientation, 
we use the first rotation approach shown in Figure 2, since it has no collision with the 
preserved trees and other surrounding buildings. In addition, based on the selected 
rotation approach in Figure 2, we set the starting angle at 15 degrees, and the rotation 
ends at 90 degrees because 0 degrees is too close to one of the surrounding buildings. 

The optimization objective includes minimizing the amount of ASR received by 
the surface of the building massing volume and maximizing daylight accessibility 
using sDA as the indicator. With these two objectives, Pareto optimization is used in 
this case study. The application of Pareto optimization is aimed to investigate the trade-
off between the two design objectives. At the same time, as the Pareto approach will 
simultaneously optimize the two objectives, it is easier to understand how each design 
reflects these two aspects of performance. 
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In addition to the building performance, the gross floor area (GFA) of the generated 
building design is also included in the optimization as a soft constraint to guarantee that 
the design in the optimization result can meet the functional requirement. The additive 
generative model can automatically increase or decrease the overall volume of the 
generated building massing to make the actual GFA close to the target GFA, but this 
function may fail in certain extreme cases if the initial GFA difference is too significant. 
Thus, we formulate a penalty function for the soft constraint of GFA, which 
proportionally scales up the ASR value and scales down the sDA value. The final 
fitness evaluation functions for the two objectives are defined as follows:  

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = sDA × (1 − |
𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎

𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎
|) 

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = ASR × (1 + |
𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎

𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎
|) 

where 𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 and 𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 indicate the actual GFA of the generated building 
design and the target GFA.  

For the setting of SSIEA, five subpopulations (islands) are set for the optimization 
process, each having 15 individuals. 80 generations are set as the termination criteria, 
and, finally, there are 2475 iterations of design generations and evaluations, which 
ensures that the design is sufficiently evolved.  

4. Result 

4.1. OPTIMIZED DESIGNS 

Figure 4 shows the scatter diagram and histogram produced by using all the design 
individuals in the last generation, and we use the scatter diagram to represent the two-
dimensional objective space. In comparison, most of the designs in the optimization 
result can outperform the existing one with respect to both performance objectives. 
Nevertheless, in real-world design projects, there are many other factors and constraints 
beyond daylighting and passive cooling that need to be taken into account. Thus, we 
acknowledged that the existing SDE4 building design may outperform the design in 
the optimization result in other aspects. 

Figure 4. Analysis of the optimization result 

The result also shows that orientation plays a critical role in determining the 
performance of the design. First, for buildings with 45-degree or 75-degree orientation, 
most of these designs are distributed in the upper-right region of the (performance) 
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objective space. This implies that the buildings with these two orientations are more 
conducive to achieving better daylight accessibility. Second, for buildings with a 60-
degree orientation, most of them lie in the bottom-left of the objective space, implying 
that these designs are more capable of reducing solar radiation but incapable of 
achieving good daylighting quality. Third, 30-degrees oriented designs are distributed 
across all parts of the objective space, indicating that the 30-degree orientation can 
incorporate different strategies that perform well when there is a need for good 
daylighting or lower solar radiation. 

The histogram in Figure 4 shows the number of individuals with different 
orientations in the last generation. It is noticeable that about 50% of the designs are 
orientated at 30 degrees. Together with the fact that most of the 30-degree oriented 
designs are distributed across the Pareto front, it highlights that 30-degree is the most 
viable building orientation for this case study, and different passive design strategies 
can be incorporated to achieve various trade-offs between the two objectives. 

Figure 5 presents all the designs on the Pareto front. These designs reflect the 
different passive strategies according to the trade-offs between the two objectives. As 
seen on the lower left of the Pareto front (the first row of Figure 5), the building massing 
is typically long and features large overhanging self-shading blocks to reduce the solar 
heat gain. For the upper right of the Pareto front (the second row of Figure 5), the 
daylight accessibility (sDA) of the design gradually increases, nevertheless, along with 
the increase in solar heat gain. As a result, the self-shading feature is replaced by narrow 
floor plans, sparse volumes, stepped/cascaded roofs, and courtyards to maximize 
daylight accessibility. In addition, it can also be noted that most of the building design 
keeps a certain distance away from the preserved tree to avoid context shading. 

Figure 5. Designs in the Pareto set 

4.2. FEATURES OF BUILDINGS WITH DIFFERENT ORIENTATIONS 

To further investigate the interrelationship between building performance and the 
formal features of passive design strategies appearing in building designs with different 
orientations, we select five representative building designs with better performance 
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from the optimization results based on each orientation (Figure 6). By comparing the 
average ASR and sDA of the building in each direction, the building with a 30-degree 
orientation can achieve good compromise on both reducing ASR and increasing sDA, 
which further corroborates the conclusion drawn from the optimization result. In terms 
of daylight accessibility, the 45-degree oriented designs stand out, while it comes with 
an extremely high ASR. 

Figure 6. Selected designs with a high-fitness value (red boxes indicates the building design on the 
Pareto front) 

For buildings with 15 and 30 and 60-degree orientations, a shared feature, as well 
as the underlying passive design strategy, is self-shading. First, building massings with 
15 and 60-degree orientations typically consist of several small volumes, and the self-
shading is mostly visible in the lower parts of the building. Hence, the effect of reducing 
ASR is trivial. Second, the building with a 30-degree orientation has a large 
overhanging roof, which has a better capability of reducing ASR than other designs do. 
At the same time, it can be noted that the design tends to have self-shading on its 
northwest and east sides. It is because the preserved tree in the south is close to the 
building, which helps reduce a certain amount of ASR on the south facade. 

Buildings with 45-degree orientation are conducive to achieving better daylighting 
by incorporating two passive design strategies including narrow floor plans and large 
central courtyards. However, the additional facade area of the courtyard makes these 
designs typically have a higher ASR compared with those without a courtyard.  

For buildings with 75-degree orientation, there are two major passive design 
strategies. The first strategy is the building design typically featuring a compact 
building massing volume, which results in a small facade surface area and shallow 
floor plan depth. With this strategy, the building can achieve lower ASR and higher 
sDA (Options 5-1 and 5-4). The second strategy is that the building massing elongates 
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along with its long axis. For this strategy, Options 5-3 and 5-5 display a wider depth in 
terms of the overall volume, with a central courtyard and stepped roofs, which increase 
daylight accessibility but are inefficient when it comes to reducing solar heat gain. In 
contrast, Option 5-2 has a narrow overall building massing volume in the short axis, 
which incorporates overhanging block to further decrease solar heat gain, but it is at 
the cost of relatively inferior daylighting. 

For the 90-degree orientated building, there are also two different strategies 
appearing in these designs. The first one displays several small volumes, which 
enhances the daylight accessibility by increasing the façade surface area. The design 
with this strategy typically does not incorporate self-shading features, while due to the 
relatively small overall facade surface area, the solar heat gain tends to remain low 
(Options 6-4 and 6-5). The second strategy has a more solid and compact building 
massing volume and accompanies by a large self-shading block or a stilt ground floor, 
which results in a lower ASR but inferior daylighting (Options 6-1 and 6-2). 

5. Conclusion and Discussion 

The paper proposes a reverse passive design approach, which is intended to bridge the 
gap between the research of performance-based design optimization and architecture 
professionals. Based on our observation, despite the rapid development of 
performance-based design optimization over the past decade, there has been still little 
incentive for architects to apply this technique to routine design tasks. One reason 
accounting for this could be the lack of a connection between optimization and 
architects' design processes. The simple proof-of-concept building design displayed in 
many studies may hinder architects from fully understanding how this technique can 
be applied to more complex and ill-defined real-world design tasks and recognizing its 
potential in stimulating design creativity and innovation. Hence, using passive design 
to connect the two ends, this study offers architects a new opportunity to re-evaluate 
the potential of performance-based design optimization in architectural design, 
especially for sustainable and passive building design. 

With the case study, the effectiveness of the proposed reverse passive design 
approach is demonstrated. By combining the variation of building massing design and 
orientations, the approach can provide architects with a rich diversity of task- and site-
specific references for passive building design, which facilitates architects to 
understand the trade-off and interrelationship between passive design strategies and 
building orientations. More importantly, the approach also enables architects to 
perform a systematic exploration of passive building design, which can also effectively 
reduce human error and bias during the building design process. However, it should be 
highlighted that the proposed design approach only offers a set of preliminary building 
designs. Therefore, the approach is not intended to provide a solid and specific design 
solution or to replace architects' roles in design ideation and synthesis.  

In regards to the utility of the approach, its application aims to encourage architects 
to leverage it in the early-stage design and synthesize the passive design strategy found 
in the optimization result in the process of design ideation and conceptual development. 
For example, architects can synthesize the passive design strategy with curved building 
shapes, which can not only make the final design more visually appealing but also can 
further strengthen the effectiveness of the passive design strategy (Wang et al., 2019). 
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In addition, the passive design strategy revealed by the optimization can also inform 
the design of other building elements, such as façades and spatial configurations. For 
instance, the self-shading feature can be transformed as external shading devices, while 
the optimization result can also inform architects' decisions about the type and 
disposition of shading devices. 
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